Genes of Cyanobacterial Origin in Plant Nuclear Genomes Point to a Heterocyst-Forming Plastid Ancestor
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Plastids are descended from a cyanobacterial symbiosis which occurred over 1.2 billion years ago. During the course of endosymbiosis, most genes were lost from the cyanobacterium’s genome and many were relocated to the host nucleus through endosymbiotic gene transfer (EGT). The issue of how many genes were acquired through EGT in different plant lineages is unresolved. Here, we report the genome-wide frequency of gene acquisitions from cyanobacteria in 4 photosynthetic eukaryotes—Arabidopsis, rice, Chlamydomonas, and the red alga Cyanidioschyzon—by comparison of the 83,138 proteins encoded in their genomes with 851,607 proteins encoded in 9 sequenced cyanobacterial genomes, 215 other reference prokaryotic genomes, and 13 reference eukaryotic genomes. The analyses entail 11,569 phylogenies inferred with both maximum likelihood and Neighbor-Joining approaches. Because each phylogenetic result is dependent not only upon the reconstruction method but also upon the site patterns in the underlying alignment, we investigated how the reliability of site pattern generation via alignment affects our results: if the site patterns in an alignment differ depending upon the order in which amino acids are introduced into multiple sequence alignment—N- to C-terminal versus C- to N-terminal—then the phylogenetic result is likely to be artifactual. Excluding unreliable alignments by this means, we obtain a conservative estimate, wherein about 14% of the proteins examined in each plant genome indicate a cyanobacterial origin for the corresponding nuclear gene, with higher proportions (17–25%) observed among the more reliable alignments. The identification of cyanobacterial genes in plant genomes affords access to an important question: From which type of cyanobacterium did the ancestor of plastids arise? Among the 9 cyanobacterial genomes sampled, Nostoc sp. PCC7120 and Anabaena variabilis ATCC29143 were found to harbor collections of genes which are—in terms of presence/absence and sequence similarity—more like those possessed by the plastid ancestor than those of the other 7 cyanobacterial genomes sampled here. This suggests that the ancestor of plastids might have been an organism more similar to filamentous, heterocyst-forming (nitrogen-fixing) representatives of section IV recognized in Stanier’s cyanobacterial classification. Members of section IV are very common partners in contemporary symbiotic associations involving endosymbiotic cyanobacteria, which generally provide nitrogen to their host, consistent with suggestions that fixed nitrogen supplied by the endosymbiont might have played an important role during the origin of plastids.

Introduction

The idea that plastids arose from cyanobacteria through endosymbiosis is old and was scorned for many decades (Mereschkowsky 1905) but is no longer debated (Douglas 1998; Delwiche 1999; Matsuzaki et al. 2004; McFadden and van Dooren 2004; Archibald 2006). However, the issue of how, exactly, cyanobacteria contributed to plant genome evolution is still unresolved, as is the issue of what kind of cyanobacterium participated in plastid origin (Sato 2006). As an evolutionary mechanism, endosymbiosis differs substantially from point mutation because a genome’s worth of new genetic material is the currency unit of genetic change, rather than a succession of fixed nucleotide polymorphisms or duplicated genes with mutated promoters. Accordingly, the evolutionary transition that transformed an oxygen-producing, prokaryotic endosymbiont into the diverse spectrum of photosynthetic organelles found among modern photosynthetic eukaryotes involved both inheritance from the prokaryote and invention by the eukaryote (Sato 2001).

From the standpoint of cell function and physiology at plastid origin, the most important inheritance was photosynthesis itself, which conferred the photolithoautotrophic lifestyle upon a heterotrophic host, whereas the most important invention was the protein import machinery (McFadden and van Dooren 2004; Soll and Schleiff 2004), which permitted the endosymbiont to import nuclear-encoded proteins. The invention of a protein import apparatus allowed the ancestral plastid to relinquish genes to the nucleus over evolutionary time without relinquishing those biochemical functions which are germane to the cyanobacterial lifestyle (Allen 2003). Protein import thus marked a crucial turning point in the evolutionary process that gave rise to plastids. Prior to the invention of protein import, the cyanobacterial endosymbiont was able to donate genes to its host, but unable to import the encoded products, such that, from the host’s standpoint, the symbiont served as a virtually inexhaustible source of new and divergent genes for functions in various cell compartments (Martin and Schnarrenberger 1997; Martin and Herrmann 1998; Allen 2003; Bogorad 2008). Once the protein import apparatus had evolved, products of nuclear genes of cyanobacterial origin could be targeted to the plastid compartment, allowing the endosymbiont-encoded copies of such genes to escape purifying selection, and thus undergo pseudogenization and loss. The process just described, endosymbiotic gene transfer (EGT; Martin et al. 1993), resulted in the genetic integration of the endosymbiont with its host (Timmis et al. 2004; Sato 2006; Reyes-Prieto et al. 2007), accompanied by the transition of the former into a double membrane–bound organelle of the latter and by the origin of the eukaryotic lineage that
possesses primary plastids, the archaeoplastida (Adl et al. 2005). In the present work, we aim to address 2 questions. First, we wish to address the quantitative scope of EGT from plastids using whole genome data. Modern plastids are estimated to contain anywhere from about 2,100 to 4,800 different proteins (Richly and Leister 2004), whereas plastid genomes encode only 60–200 proteins in various photosynthetic lineages (Timmis et al. 2004). Plastids thus contain roughly as many proteins as their free-living cyanobacterial cousins but have retained only a handful of the corresponding genes (Allen and Raven 1996). Various and differing estimates for the total number of genes that were acquired by plants from cyanobacteria have been reported. A phylogenomic investigation of Arabidopsis including 3 cyanobacterial genomes but only 1 reference eukaryotic genome suggested that about 18% of Arabidopsis proteins are cyanobacterial acquisitions (Martin et al. 2002), whereas an EST-based analysis of Cyanophora paradoxa indicated that about 11% of the proteins in that genome are cyanobacterial acquisitions (Archibald 2006; Reyes-Prieto et al. 2006).

Those differences are likely to have methodological causes, and it is well recognized that the reliability of phylogenetic inference with highly divergent proteins can affect such estimates (Martin et al. 2002; Reyes-Prieto et al. 2006). Comparisons of plant and cyanobacterial proteins are replete with alignments of highly divergent sequences because the origin of plastids dates back at least 1.2 billion years (Butterfield 2000; Yoon et al. 2004). In order to take the influence of highly divergent alignments into account in this phylogenomic study, we have made use of recent findings showing that phylogenetic results using real data differ markedly in comparisons of alignments generated by reading sequences from N- to C-terminus (the default in all current alignment programs, the “heads” orientation) to those generated using the same program but reading sequences in from C-terminus to N-terminus (the “tails” orientation) (Landan and Graur 2007). The underlying reasoning is straightforward: If a phylogenetic result is contingent upon the order in which amino acids are introduced into multiple sequence alignment—N- to C-terminal versus C- to N-terminal or heads versus tails—then it is likely to be an artifact of phylogeny inference and one that is rooted at the alignment step, where the site patterns for phylogenetic inference are generated. The reproducibility of site pattern generation as a function of heads versus tails alignment provides a criterion for separating phylogenetic data from chaff. Its utility to refine estimates for the number of genes that plants acquired from cyanobacteria is explored in a phylogenomic analysis of proteins encoded by Arabidopsis, rice, Chlamydomonas, and the red alga Cyanidioschyzon in comparison with 9 cyanobacterial and 228 other reference genomes.

Second, we wish to investigate the nature of the plastid ancestor, specifically which genes it contained and to which lineages of modern cyanobacteria it was most closely related as inferred from cyanobacterial genes present in plant nuclear genomes. Previous studies using alignments of single loci (Morden and Golden 1989; Turner et al. 1999; Marin et al. 2005) or concatenated genes encoded in plastid DNA in comparison to homologues from cyanobacteria (Rodriguez-Ezpeleta et al. 2005) have been inconclusive, although Sato (2006) suggested that the Anabaena--Synechocystis lineage might be closer to the ancestor of plastids than other cyanobacteria sampled in that study. However, the individual phylogenies of plastid-encoded genes can differ significantly even though they are related by the same evolutionary process (Martin et al. 1998; Lockhart et al. 1999), a prime example of the limitations involved in phylogenetic inference as one goes farther back in time (White et al. 2007). But among cyanobacteria the situation is worse because in addition to the problem of phylogenetic error, they can and do exchange genes both among themselves and with other bacterial groups via lateral gene transfer (LGT) (Raymond et al. 2002; Zhaxybayeva et al. 2006), such that concatenation will tend to mix phylogenetic signals, rather than amplify them (Bapteste et al. 2007), with bootstrap or Bayesian support values offering no guide to confidence, because large alignments tend to yield support values close to unity, regardless of whether or not the topology is correct (Phillips et al. 2004).

As it relates to the origin of genes that eukaryotes acquired from the ancestor of plastids, LGT among prokaryotes means that—even though all available evidence points to a single origin of plastids (McFadden and van Dooren 2004; Archibald 2006) and notwithstanding recent debate as to how to define the term plastid (Bodily et al. 2007; Larkum et al. 2007)—plant genomes harbor a discrete sample of the collection of genes present in the genome of the plastid ancestor. However, neither that gene sample nor the collection of genes present in the free-living plastid ancestor is likely to have persisted in its original, contiguous state in any modern cyanobacterial chromosome (Martin 1999) because of LGT among cyanobacteria (Zhaxybayeva et al. 2006) and between cyanobacteria and other prokaryotes (Raymond et al. 2002) since the origin of plastids. The same problem exists with regard to finding the ancestor of mitochondria among α-proteobacteria (Esser et al. 2007).

Despite this complication that LGT introduces with regard to identifying the “lineage” of cyanobacteria from which plastids arose (for a discussion of modern concepts regarding prokaryotic lineages, see Doolittle and Bapteste 2007), one can still address the question of which modern cyanobacterial genomes possess the highest frequencies of genes with strongest sequence similarity to their nuclear encoded homologues in photosynthetic eukaryotes, which we do, using 9 sequenced cyanobacterial genomes.

Materials and Methods

Data

The nuclear proteomes of Arabidopsis thaliana version January 2006 and Oryza sativa version May 2006 were downloaded from RefSeq database (Pruitt et al. 2005). The nuclear proteomes of Cyanidioschyzon merolae (Matsuzaki et al. 2004) version February 2005 and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Merchant et al. 2007) version 2.0 were downloaded from their genome projects. Multiple copy proteins were condensed into a single entry. Homologous proteins within prokaryotes and nonphotosynthetic eukaryotes were searched as follows. The proteins of the photosynthetic
eukaryotes were Blasted (Altschul et al. 1997) to a data set including 200 eubacteria, 24 archaeabacteria, and 13 non-photosynthetic eukaryotes (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). The Blast hits were filtered for hits of $E$ value $\leq 10^{-10}$ and $\geq 25\%$ amino acid identities and ranked by the percent of identities multiplied by the ratio of the query length and the Blast pairwise alignment length. In order to render phylogenetic analysis using maximum likelihood (ML) computationally tractable for over $> 11,000$ phylogenies, the number of operational taxonomical units per alignment had to be restricted, hence only the first 3 hits from each phyllum were selected for sequence alignment. Because we are addressing the question of which proteins are most closely related to the plant homologues, rather than the question of how proteins from all lineages are related to one another, the selection of the 3 best representatives from each phyllum should not influence our estimates. Proteins from the cyanobacterial genomes were investigated (Anabaena variabilis ATCC29413, Gloeobacter violaceus PCC7421, Nostoc sp. PCC7120, Prochlorococcus marinus MIT9313, Synechococcus sp. CC9605, Synechococcus elongatus PCC7942, Synechococcus sp. WH8102, Synechocystis sp. PCC6803, and Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1), and other genomes were obtained from GenBank.

Sequence Alignment

Each protein was aligned with its homologues using Muscle (Edgar 2004) with a maximum of 16 iterations. For the tails alignment, the protein sequences were reversed using a PERL script and were aligned again with Muscle using the same parameters. For the comparison between the heads and tails alignments, the tails alignment is reversed and each amino acid is replaced by its serial number in the protein sequence. Gaps in the alignment are converted to “0.” An identical heads and tails column includes exactly the same amino acids from each sequence in both alignments. The columns score (CS) is calculated as the proportion of columns in the heads alignment that had a matching column in the tails alignment. An identical heads and tails pair is a pair of amino acids in 2 different sequences that are aligned together in both alignments. The sum-of-pairs score (SPS) is calculated as the proportion of pairs in the heads alignment that had a matching pair in the tails alignment.

Phylogenetic Trees

The heads and tails alignments were used to reconstruct phylogenetic trees with Phylm (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) using the ungapped positions only and the Jones-Taylor-Thornton (JTT) model (Jones et al. 1992) assuming rate variation across sites according to a Gamma distribution with 8 rate categories with the alpha parameter estimated from the data and invariable sites taken into account and with Neighbor-Joining (NJ) (Saitou and Nei 1987) using NJT distances. The heads and tails trees were compared by counting the identical splits between the trees using TreeDist of PHYLIP (Felsenstein 2005). The phylogenetic partitions score (PPS) is the proportion of tree splits (branches) that were reconstructed identically from the heads and tails alignments. The nearest neighbors were identified as taxa contained in the smallest clade that included the homologue of the photosynthetic eukaryote.

Pairwise Analysis

Reciprocal best Blast hits (BBHs) of Arabidopsis genes and rice or alternatively Chlamydomonas genes were defined as orthologous pairs. Each pair of genes was aligned using ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994), and protein distances were calculated with Protodist (Felsenstein 2005) using the JTT substitution matrix.

Nuclear Plastid DNA Rescreening

To identify nuclear plastid DNAs (NUPTs) (Richly and Leister 2004) protein-coding sequences from the corresponding chloroplast genomes were Blasted to the RefSeq database version January 2008. Proteins with 100% identical amino acids over the total length were scored as probable NUPTs.

Functional Classification

Proteins were classified into functional categories according to their BBH above 25% amino acid identities found in Swiss-Prot database (Boeckmann et al. 2003). The function of each protein in Swiss-Prot is described by one or more keywords. We manually classified Swiss-Prot keywords into functional categories (the list is available upon request). Each Swiss-Prot protein was assigned to a functional category according to the most frequent category of its keywords.

Results and Discussion

In order to identify genes of cyanobacterial origin in the genomes of 4 photosynthetic eukaryotes containing a primary plastid, we compared the nonredundant set of 83,138 proteins encoded in their genomes to a data set of 851,607 proteins from 9 sequenced cyanobacterial genomes, 13 reference eukaryotic genomes, and 215 reference prokaryotic genomes using Blast. Alignments were constructed for those query sequences that detected at least one homologue in cyanobacteria and homologues in at least 2 other search phyla (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online) at an $E$-value threshold $10^{-10}$ and 25% amino acid identity in the pairwise Blast alignment. Within each phylum, hits were ranked by their similarity and the ratio of the hit length to the query length. The first 3 hits from each phylum were selected for alignment and phylogenetic analysis. A summary of the distribution of hits at this threshold for each phylum is shown in table 1. For each query, we thus obtained a set of sequences that included the best cyanobacterial matches and the best matches from at least 2 other phyla to address the cyanobacterial ancestry of the plant homologue via phylogenetic inference. For those
Eukaryotes
Ascomycota
Archaeabacteria
Crenarchaeota
Cyanobacteria
Eubacteria

592 (13%) 432 (14%) 356 (14%) 276 (17%) 3,163 (1,213)

Mixed 473 (10%) 323 (10%) 242 (10%) 106 (9%) 176,606

Eukaryotes 216 (4.6%) 149 (4.7%) 89 (3.6%) 53 (4.3%) 176,606

Other eubacteria 882 (19%) 588 (18%) 524 (18%) 257 (21%) 226,504

Proteobacteria 2,497 (5%) 1,451 (5%) 726 (2.7%) 411 (3.5%) 360,234

Nearest Neighbor
from various taxa
The distribution of nearest neighbors of archaeplastidan genes within the different taxa. Mixed clades include members

Table 1
The number of Blast hits for each phylum and the number of trees in which the phylum was included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum (number of genomes)</th>
<th>Arabidopsis</th>
<th>Rice</th>
<th>Chlamydomonas</th>
<th>Cyanidioschyzon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eubacteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanobacteria (9)</td>
<td>5,199</td>
<td>4,670</td>
<td>3,524</td>
<td>2,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actinobacteria (17)</td>
<td>5,055</td>
<td>3,796</td>
<td>3,934</td>
<td>3,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquificae (1)</td>
<td>1,530</td>
<td>1,387</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteroidetes (2)</td>
<td>2,116</td>
<td>2,431</td>
<td>2,024</td>
<td>1,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlamydiae (6)</td>
<td>1,884</td>
<td>1,636</td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorobi (3)</td>
<td>2,264</td>
<td>2,105</td>
<td>1,404</td>
<td>1,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroflexi (2)</td>
<td>1,232</td>
<td>1,157</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deinococcus-Thermus (2)</td>
<td>2,598</td>
<td>2,158</td>
<td>1,912</td>
<td>2,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firmicutes (45)</td>
<td>5,188</td>
<td>3,545</td>
<td>3,402</td>
<td>2,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusobacteria (1)</td>
<td>1,328</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planctomycetes (1)</td>
<td>2,730</td>
<td>2,177</td>
<td>1,882</td>
<td>1,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteobacteria (105)</td>
<td>6,857</td>
<td>4,378</td>
<td>4,958</td>
<td>4,385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirochaetes (5)</td>
<td>2,766</td>
<td>2,317</td>
<td>1,633</td>
<td>1,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermitae (5)</td>
<td>1,615</td>
<td>1,368</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeabacteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crenarchaeota (5)</td>
<td>1,941</td>
<td>1,366</td>
<td>1,175</td>
<td>974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurysphaerae (18)</td>
<td>4,100</td>
<td>2,902</td>
<td>2,716</td>
<td>1,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanoarchaeota (1)</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eukaryotes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascomycota (8)</td>
<td>10,734</td>
<td>3,850</td>
<td>7,853</td>
<td>4,881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basidiomycota (2)</td>
<td>10,047</td>
<td>3,545</td>
<td>7,685</td>
<td>4,151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsporidia (1)</td>
<td>2,849</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>1,594</td>
<td>1,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protists (2)</td>
<td>7,187</td>
<td>2,158</td>
<td>4,432</td>
<td>3,155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EGT Inference Depends upon Sequence Conservation
The foregoing first approximations for the percentage of cyanobacterial acquisitions represent only the fraction of genes in each archaeplastidan genome for which we can construct trees with at least 4 taxa at the phylum level. They exclude genes with a more narrow distribution across prokaryotic phyla (many photosystem genes, for example) and those that do not fulfill our criteria for inclusion in multiple alignments because of low sequence conservation. Moreover, among those genes with sufficient phylogenetic distribution and sequence conservation to be included in the tree-building procedure, proteins with higher sequence conservation showed a tendency to display a cyanobacterial origin more often than more divergent proteins did. For example, 22% of the Arabidopsis gene trees with a mean branch length of ≤0.2 substitutions per site indicate cyanobacterial origin of the plant nuclear gene, whereas only 6% of the gene trees with mean branch length ≥1 do (fig. 2a). The same tendency is observed for rice (fig. 2b) and Chlamydomonas (fig. 2c). This could have either a biological or a methodological cause: 1) genes of cyanobacterial origin in plants might preferentially belong to the most slowly evolving proteins in the genome or 2) because phylogenetic inference is less accurate with more highly diverged data sets, alignments were constructed and phylogenetic trees were inferred using maximum likelihood and NJ.

On average, about 14% of those archeaplastidan proteins with homologues in cyanobacteria and at least 2 other phyla branched as nearest neighbor to cyanobacterial homologues. However, among the gene trees investigated, we found that almost every phylum sampled appeared as a nearest neighbor of the query species (table 2), which can be due to phylogenetic error or LGT among prokaryotes. Contrast to the proportion of the proteins from every phylum in our database, the cyanobacterial signal is substantial. For example, 13% of the trees deliver cyanobacterial nearest neighbors in Arabidopsis, yet only 3.8% of the genes in our database reside in cyanobacterial chromosomes: the proportions of cyanobacterial nearest neighbors in plant genomes are far above random similarities. If we divide the proportion of nearest neighbors for each phylum by its gene content in our data set, then we find that the next largest proportion of plant gene nearest neighbors stems from the eubacterial genomes in our sample, with a majority of proteobacterial genes (fig. 1 and table 2). These could be attributed either to genes that were acquired from the mitochondrion ancestor, biased phylogenetic signals, and/or the fluid nature of bacterial genomes over time (Esser et al. 2007).

Table 2
The distribution of nearest neighbors of archaeplastidan genes within the different taxa. Mixed clades include members from various taxa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nearest Neighbor</th>
<th>Arabidopsis (%)</th>
<th>Oryza (%)</th>
<th>Chlamydomonas (%)</th>
<th>Cyanidioschyzon (%)</th>
<th>No. proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyanobacteria</td>
<td>592 (13%)</td>
<td>432 (14%)</td>
<td>356 (14%)</td>
<td>207 (17%)</td>
<td>31,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteobacteria</td>
<td>522 (11%)</td>
<td>308 (10%)</td>
<td>458 (18%)</td>
<td>104 (9%)</td>
<td>360,234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other eubacteria</td>
<td>882 (19%)</td>
<td>588 (18%)</td>
<td>524 (21%)</td>
<td>257 (21%)</td>
<td>226,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeabacteria</td>
<td>45 (1%)</td>
<td>38 (1%)</td>
<td>29 (1%)</td>
<td>18 (1%)</td>
<td>56,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eukaryotes</td>
<td>2156 (46%)</td>
<td>1498 (47%)</td>
<td>895 (36%)</td>
<td>523 (43%)</td>
<td>176,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>473 (10%)</td>
<td>323 (10%)</td>
<td>242 (10%)</td>
<td>106 (9%)</td>
<td>176,606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Divergent Proteins Produce Unreliable Alignments

If phylogenetic inference is producing false EGT negatives preferentially for the more highly divergent sequences in our sample, there are, in principle, 2 prime suspects as the possible source of error: Either the tree-building algorithms are failing or the alignments themselves are called into question. It is well known that phylogenetic inference is error prone (Phillips et al. 2004), particularly when sequence divergence exceeds 50% (Nei et al. 1995; Nei 1996), which is very commonly the case in genome-wide phylogenetic studies such as the present one (fig. 2). But the influence that the methodology of sequence alignment itself can have upon phylogeny is less well studied. A phylogenetic tree can hardly be more reliable than the alignment upon which it is based, but objective criteria to assess the quality of alignments in practice are, at best, extremely rare (Kumar and Filipski 2007). We therefore turned our attention to the alignments underlying the phylogenetic analyses in the present study, rather than to the minutiae of tree-building methods themselves, in order to better characterize their influence upon our ability to infer a particular biological process (gene acquisitions from plastids) from contemporary genome data.

For this purpose, we examined the utility of the Heads or Tails (HoT) method (Landan and Graur 2007) that quantifies the dependence of inferred residue homology in an alignment matrix upon the order in which characters are entered into the alignment. In the HoT method, the input sequences are aligned to create a heads (or forward) alignment. For the tails (or reverse) alignment, the input sequences are first reversed, so that the sequences read C- to N-terminus, and aligned independently using the same algorithm and settings, creating a second alignment of the same sequences. The 2 alignments are then compared using the CS (Thompson et al. 1999), which is the proportion of alignment columns that were reconstructed identically in the 2 alignments. When the forward and reverse alignments are nearly identical, the vast majority of columns are reproduced in both alignments and are thus consistent with respect to the character input order and the alignment can be considered reliable (or at least reproducible). But when the CS is low, the alignment is marked as being highly dependent upon an arbitrary variable, namely the order in which the amino acids are subjected to alignment. In this way, both an alignment and trees inferred from it can be identified as questionable or unreliable by virtue of their dependence upon a variable no less arbitrary than a coin toss (Landan and Graur 2007).

When all alignments underlying the trees in figure 2 are examined by HoT analysis, a strong correlation is found in all 4 genome data sets between sequence conservation as estimated by mean branch length in the trees and the proportion of identical columns recovered in the heads and tails alignments (fig. 3). CS among the most conserved sequences (mean branch length ≥ 0.2) ranges between a mean of 0.77 ± 0.17 in Arabidopsis and 0.76 ± 0.18 in Chlamydomonas, whereas among the most divergent sequences CS falls to a mean of 0.45 ± 0.37 in Cyanidioschyzon (mean branch length ≥ 0.8) or 0.11 ± 0.14 in Arabidopsis (mean branch length ≥ 1; fig. 3). In other words, for the most highly divergent sequences in the present data, about 80–90% of the columns generated by multiple alignment
are dependent upon the order in which the amino acids are aligned. Such columns are irreproducible in the simplest test case and therefore contain unreliable, and possibly misleading, information.

Because EGT inference uses the alignments to reconstruct phylogenetic trees, we used the HoT analysis to construct a separate phylogeny for both the heads and tails alignments of each protein and compared the results. For each sequence set, the heads and the tails alignments were created using Muscle, both were purged of gapped sites, and both were used to infer trees with ML and NJ. The similarity of the heads and tails trees was quantified by the PPS, which is the fraction of internal edges that are common to both trees. The PPS is strongly dependent upon CS for all 4 genome data sets (table 3), and this observation holds for both ML and NJ tree topologies.

The correlation between PPS and CS is positive, except for the Cyanidioschyzon data, which probably relates to that genome’s small sample size (only 4,762 proteins). But CS is not always a good proxy for PPS in the heads versus tails trees comparison because there are cases (5% of the data) in which unreliable alignments still produce the same topology. Another measure for alignment reliability using HoT analysis is the comparison of identically reconstructed amino acids pairs (Landan and Graur 2007), in which all of the amino acid pairs between all pairs of sequences are tested for identical reconstruction, yielding a SPS (Thompson et al. 1999). SPS is a less strict measure of alignment uncertainty than CS because if a column differs with regard to only one or a few sequences in the heads or tails comparison, the corresponding HoT columns are scored as proportionately similar using SPS but as

![Diagram](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-abstract/25/4/748/1269230)
nonidentical (0 of 0/1) using CS. SPS is therefore almost always higher than CS for a given alignment (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online), but when it is low, the alignment is extremely unreliable because almost all putatively homologous amino acid pairs that are presented to the tree reconstruction procedure are generated in a manner that is dependent upon the heads versus tails parameter of the alignment procedure. Accordingly, SPS correlates better with PPS (table 3), reaching a correlation coefficient of up to $r = 0.77$ in the rice data.

Better Alignments Give Higher Estimates for the Fraction of Acquired Genes

The correlation between sequence conservation and the reliability of the alignment (fig. 3) and its implications for the reliability of the inferred phylogenetic tree (table 3), suggest that the inferred frequency of EGT depends primarily upon the alignment reliability and that the tree results are merely a secondary symptom thereof.

If we estimate the frequency of EGT-positive trees from the most conserved sequences only, we get higher estimates than if we also consider the poorly conserved sequences. The latter are, however, producing many false negatives because we observe that EGT-positive trees are not more prevalent among slowly evolving genes than EGT negatives by the measure of pairwise identity of the archaeoplastidan homologues (fig. 2e). Because alignments determine phylogenetic results via the generation of homology patterns, the most accurate estimate should come from the best alignments.

In figure 4, the fraction of EGT-positive trees is plotted across the distributions for bin intervals of heads-versus-tails alignment quality as estimated by the criteria CS,

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & \textit{Arabidopsis thaliana} & & \textit{Oryza sativa} & & \textit{Chlamydomonas reinhardtii} & & \textit{Cyanidioschyzon merolae} & \\
\hline
 & PPS (ML) & PPS (NJ) & PPS (ML) & PPS (NJ) & PPS (ML) & PPS (NJ) & PPS (ML) & PPS (NJ) \\
\hline
CS & 0.6 & 0.63 & 0.61 & 0.66 & 0.61 & 0.65 & 0.42 & 0.45 \\
SPS & 0.71 & 0.75 & 0.77 & 0.79 & 0.7 & 0.75 & 0.48 & 0.53 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Fig. 3.—Conserved sequences produce more reliable alignments. The mean CS (dots) ± standard deviation is presented for ML trees (black) and NJ trees (gray).
PPS, and SPS for each archeaplantid genome data set. For each criterion, the most reliable (reproducible) alignments give the highest estimate of EGT-positive trees, on the order of 17–25% of all trees examined, with a decreasing trend toward poorer alignments, notwithstanding variation among intervals containing small sample sizes. For alignments with CS \( C \geq 0.9 \) (fig. 4a–d), the highest estimates are obtained, but between 87% (Chlamydomonas) and 91% (Oryza) of the gene trees are excluded from consideration by this stringent criterion. For alignments with PPS \( C \geq 0.9 \) (fig. 4e–h), over 50% of all trees are excluded, but the estimates for the proportion of EGT-positive trees are very similar to the estimates for SPS \( C \geq 0.9 \) (fig. 4i–l), where between 50% (Oryza) and 67% (Cyanidioschyzon) of the gene trees are included in the estimate. Clearly, excluding alignments in which >20% of the site pairs differ in the toss-up comparison represents a very conservative threshold for excluding phylogenomic inference data; such data should not be subjected to phylogenetic inference because the phylogeny inference program will be optimizing parameters for site patterns of extremely uncertain homology. If we use the conservative value of SPS \( C \geq 0.9 \) as a cutoff for excluding data that is identified by the HoT method as irreproducibly alignable, hence unreliable, then 16%, 16%, 17%, and 18% of the alignments (gene trees) examined indicate a cyanobacterial origin of the plant nuclear gene for Arabidopsis, Oryza, Chlamydomonas, and Cyanidioschyzon, respectively.

**How Do Genes Get to the Nucleus and Why Are Any Retained in the Plastid?**

The quantitative contribution of EGT inferred here for plant genomes is substantial and raises the question of what gene transfer mechanism is involved. Various lines of evidence favor the view that the mechanism of EGT involves bulk recombination of organelle DNA that is released into the cytoplasm, perhaps by organelle lysis, with DNA of nuclear chromosomes (Timmis et al. 2004). One such line of evidence stems from fragments of organelle DNA that have been relocated to the nucleus and integrated into nuclear chromosomes (Bensasson et al. 2001; Richly and Leister 2004; Behura 2007; Hazkani-Covo and Graur 2007). Nuclear copies of organelle DNA do not preferentially comprise coding regions or particular segments of organelle DNA (Hazkani-Covo and Graur 2007). Nuclear copies of organelle DNA do not preferentially comprise coding regions or particular segments of organelle DNA (Hazkani-Covo and Graur 2007). In Arabidopsis, a complete and almost intact 131-kb copy of the chloroplast genome is found near the centromere of nuclear chromosome 2, whereas in rice, a complete and nearly intact copy of the 367-kb mitochondrial genome is found near the centromere of chromosome 10. Both copies share >99%
sequence identity with their homologues in organelles (Huang et al. 2005), indicating that they were transferred intact and recently during evolution. In addition, laboratory studies employing transgenic mitochondria (Thornness and Fox 1990) or transgenic chloroplasts (Huang et al. 2003) with suitable marker genes have directly demonstrated novel organelle-to-nucleus DNA transfer events involving bulk DNA recombination and at rates that compare to the rate of point mutation (Stegemann et al. 2003). Sequenced eukaryotic genomes are, in general, replete with copies and fragments of organelle DNA that have been relocated to the nucleus and integrated into nuclear chromosomes (Leister 2005). This, together with studies involving transgenic organelles, indicate that gene transfer from organelles to the nucleus via organelle lysis and bulk recombination of organelle chromosomes into nuclear chromosomes is the mechanism of organelle-to-nucleus gene transfer, with recombination, expression, mutation, and selection governing the fate of the transferred genes.

As in a previous study (Martin et al. 2002), the list of genes transferred to plant nuclei from the ancestor of plastids contains sequences encoding virtually all functional categories but mainly biosynthetic and metabolic functions (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). The mechanism of transfer suggests that any gene can be transferred and fixed in the nucleus, so why should any genes be retained in the organelle? A number of suggestions have been offered in this regard (Allen 2003), but the one that most fully accounts for the observations is that individual plastids need to be able to regulate the expression of genes encoding proteins involved in maintaining redox balance in the photosynthetic membrane.

Seeking the Closest Relative of Plastids in Nuclear Genes and Allowing for LGT

In analyses of ribosomal RNA sequences, plastids tend to branch deeply within cyanobacterial phylogeny but to show no specific affinity to any particular cyanobacterial lineage (Turner et al. 1999; Marin et al. 2005). In analyses of alignments of concatenated plastid-encoded protein data, Rodríguez-Ezepeleta et al. (2005) obtained the same result, whereas Sato (2006) found weak phylogenetic evidence to suggest that plastids might stem from within the Anabaena–Synechocystis lineage. As outlined in the introduction, the concatenation approach usually assumes that the concatenated sequences in question all share the same history, and this assumption is generally problematic where prokaryotic genes are involved (Bapteste et al. 2007). Initial studies with concatenated sequences of plastid-encoded genes investigated the congruence of signals for individually analyzed plastid proteins (Goremykin et al. 1997; Martin et al. 1998; Vogl et al. 2003), but this step is usually omitted in newer analyses (Rodríguez-Ezepeleta et al. 2005), which would appear problematic, especially given the evidence that cyanobacteria exchange genes (Raymond et al. 2002; Zhaxybayeva et al. 2004, 2006) and that signal loss in plastid-encoded proteins is an issue even during algal phylogeny (White et al. 2007). Taken together, the available observations suggest that there is not enough information present in the ~45 proteins common to the genomes of photosynthetic plastids to confidently ascertain the closest relative of plastids among modern cyanobacteria. Furthermore, the observations suggest that LGT among cyanobacteria requires that the question be approached in such a manner as to avoid the concept of “sister group lineages” among prokaryotes at the whole genome level (Doolittle and Bapteste 2007), whereas for individual genes, the concept of the sister group seems unproblematic.

Given the foregoing, we asked: Which of the 9 cyanobacterial genomes sampled here contains the highest frequency of genes that are scored as being of cyanobacterial origin in plant nuclear genomes? For each of the 4 plant genomes and for each of the 9 cyanobacterial genomes sampled, we tabulated the pairwise amino acid sequence identity for each cyanobacterial protein that was present in our alignments and that was scored as being of cyanobacterial origin in the respective plant genome. Color-coded versions of those tables are presented in figure 5a, where it is evident that the 9 cyanobacteria sampled differ with respect to their overall similarity to the collection of cyanobacterial genes that is present in plant nuclear genomes. The differences reflect gene presence or absence on the one hand, with the smallest genome (2,265 proteins in P. marinus MIT9313) harboring fewer proteins that share high sequence identity to the plant homologues. But the differences also reflect overall sequence similarity, with G. violaceus PCC 7421, a midsized genome with 4,430 proteins, harboring many homologues of plant proteins of cyanobacterial origin, albeit with visibly lower sequence identity than the other cyanobacteria in the sample (fig. 5a). This finding consistent with the circumstance that Gloeobacter is generally regarded a primitive or early-branching cyanobacterium because of its lack of thylakoids and its position in some phylogenetic trees (Sato 2006; Tomitani et al. 2006).

The sequence similarity array in figure 5a summarizes millions of individual sequence comparisons, but it does not deliver phylogenetic specifics. Figure 5b shows the frequency with which proteins from the given cyanobacterial genome occurred within the sister group to the plant nuclear gene among the 11,569 ML phylogenies inferred in the present study. Those frequencies are shown for all alignments, for the alignments with SPS >0.8, and for the alignments with SPS >0.9. In all cases, Anabaena and Nostoc had the highest frequency of harboring a sister of the plant protein in phylogenetic trees. This result is influenced to some extent by genome size because Anabaena and Nostoc also have the highest frequency of harboring a homologue of those plant proteins, which found hits in cyanobacteria only (fig. 5c), and gene presence/absence is directly affected by genome size. But the size of a genome within which a protein-coding gene resides does not affect sequence similarity in individual protein comparisons (fig. 5a) nor does it directly bias the phylogenetic results, as seen in the comparison of genome size (fig. 5d) and sister group frequency in ML trees (fig. 5b) for Gloeobacter. In other words, among the 9 cyanobacterial genomes sampled, Nostoc sp. PCC7120 and A. variabilis ATCC29143 harbor collections of genes that are—in terms of presence/absence and sequence similarity—more like those possessed by
FIG. 5.—Overall similarity of proteins of cyanobacterial origin encoded in plant nuclear genomes to proteins encoded in cyanobacterial genomes. (a) For each of the 4 plant genomes, a color-coded table is shown. The rows correspond to the proteins scored as acquisitions from cyanobacteria; this includes cyanobacterial nearest neighbor inference and exclusive Blast hits within the cyanobacterial proteomes. The *Oryza sativa* RefSeq nuclear data includes a total of 51 genes that are annotated as nuclear proteins but probably are NUPTs (see Materials and Methods). Columns correspond to cyanobacterial genomes, the elements of the matrix contain the percent amino acid identity between the plant query, and the best hit in the respective cyanobacterial genome in the pairwise alignment generated by Blast. The scale of amino acid identity is given in the inset at lower right. (b) The frequency with which the homologue from the cyanobacterial genome indicated in (a) appeared in the cyanobacterial sister clade to the respective plant protein in ML trees. (c) The frequency with which the cyanobacterial genome indicated in (a) contained a homologue of the plant protein for plant proteins that found homologues in cyanobacteria only at the specified threshold. (d) Number of proteins encoded in each cyanobacterial genome indicated in (a).
the plastid ancestor than are those in the other 7 cyanobacterial genomes sampled here. With regard to *Nostoc* sp. PCC7120, our result is consistent with an earlier result based on a smaller cyanobacterial genome sample and involving *Nostoc punctiforme* (Martin et al. 2002). With regard to *Nostoc* and *Anabaena*, our result is also consistent with the conclusions of Sato (2006) as they apply to *Anabaena*.

*Nostoc, Anabaena, Symbiosis, Plastids, and Nitrogen*

With the caveat that the present cyanobacterial sample is quite limited, our finding is that *Nostoc* and *Anabaena* harbor more genes than other cyanobacteria of the type that plants acquired from cyanobacteria. *Nostoc* and *Anabaena* are filamentous cyanobacteria that produce heterocysts, differentiated and specialized cells that perform nitrogen fixation without producing oxygen (Rippka et al. 1979; Rajaniemi et al. 2005). Filamentous cyanobacteria that produce heterocysts are grouped in the section IV (without true branching) and section V (with true branching) as recognized in Roger Stanier's cyanobacterial classification (Rippka et al. 1979), which followed the same morphological principles as Geitler's (1932) traditional system. Tomitani et al. (2006) presented evidence to indicate that sections IV and V are the most derived among cyanobacteria, consistent with traditional views (Geitler 1932; Rippka et al. 1979) and furthermore argued that the origin of heterocysts antedates the rise of atmospheric oxygen about 2.3 billion years ago. Were the ancestor of plastids a member of section IV (a heterocyst-forming cyanobacterium), as the present data tend to suggest, that would put a weak bound on the maximum age of plastids at 2.3 Ga, with the minimum age well constrained by the fossil red alga *Bangiomorpha* at 1.2 Ga (Butterfield 2000; Yoon et al. 2004). This conclusion is consistent with the observation that akinetes, large spore-like reproductive cells produced only by some members of sections IV and V (Rippka et al. 1979; Rajaniemi et al. 2005), appear in the palaeontological record >0.4 Ga earlier than *Bangiomorpha* (Tomitani et al. 2006).

If the cyanobacterial ancestor of plastids was a member of section IV, it was able to fix nitrogen, raising the question of what, exactly, the cyanobacterial symbiont was doing for its host during the early stages of symbiosis. It was suggested that the retargeting of a host-derived carbon transporter was the initial step that allowed the cyanobacterium to export reduced carbon for its host (Weber et al. 2006), but normal cyanobacterial cell wall polysaccharides would also perform that function, and how such a transporter would be targeted across the cyanobacterial cell wall into the plasma membrane was not discussed. Other suggestions have also been put forth, namely local oxygen production, either before (Stanier 1970) or after (Martin and Müller 1998) the origin of mitochondria, and nitrogen has recently been considered (Kneip et al. 2007). Indeed, if we look around at the chemical function of cyanobacteria in modern symbiotic endosymbiotic associations where the physiology has been studied, nitrogen supply, in some cases without carbon export, stands in the foreground (Rai et al. 2000; Raven 2002). Well-studied examples of modern cyanobacterial endosymbioses include *Geosiphon pyriforme* (a fungus: Mollenhauer et al. 1996), *Rhopalodia gibba* (a diatom; Prechtl et al. 2004), *Azolla* species (an aquatic fern; Prasanna et al. 2006), coralloid roots in cycads (Costa et al. 2004), and *Gunnera* (a flowering plant; Chiu et al. 2005).

In those examples, the cyanobacterial partner is a member of section IV from the genus *Nostoc* or *Anabaena*, the exception is *Rhopalodia*, where the symbiont is related to *Cyanothecce* (Prechtl et al. 2004), a coccoid member of section I. In the majority of modern cyanobacterial endosymbioses, the endosymbionts are diazotrophic (nitrogen fixing), in many cases they provide reduced nitrogen to their host (Rai et al. 2000; Raven 2002; Prechtl et al. 2004), and *Nostoc* is a very common partner. *Richelia* (Nostocales) endosymbionts living within *Hemialus* and *Rhizosolenia* provide nitrogen to their diatom hosts (Raven 2002) and are important contributors to marine N availability (Montoya et al. 2004). Also in many ecosymbiotic associations, for example lichens, where *Nostoc* species are typically the cyanobacterial partner (Rikkinen et al. 2002) or in open ocean epiphytic associations of *Dichothrix* (Nostocales) with the brown alga *Sargassum* (Carpenter 1972), nitrogen plays a decisive role. The role of nitrogen in symbiosis has recently been reviewed by Kneip et al. (2007).

In the larger geological context, it was proposed that the current model of anoxic and sulfidic oceans during the Proterozoic would have limited nitrogen availability globally (Anbar and Knoll 2002) starting from about 2.3 Ga up until ∼0.58 Ga as newer findings indicate (Fike et al. 2006; Canfield et al. 2007). That is the time during which plastids arose (Butterfield 2000; Yoon et al. 2004) and it corresponds to “...a period of exceptional N stress for the biosphere” (Anbar and Knoll 2002, p. 1140), owing to the limited marine availability of trace elements—the transition metals Mo, Fe, and V—the limitation arising from the insolubility of the corresponding transition metal sulfides in oceans sulfidic due to biological sulfate reduction (Anbar and Knoll 2002). Taken together, that environmental limitation during the time of plastid origin, the role of nitrogen in modern cyanobacterial endosymbioses (Rai et al. 2000), and our present data linking plastids to heterocyst-forming cyanobacteria among a yet limited sample would be compatible with the view that nitrogen could have played a role in the establishment of the symbiosis that led to plastids (Raven 2002; Kneip et al. 2007).

**Conclusion**

On average, 14% of the nuclear-encoded proteins in the genomes of 4 photosynthetic eukaryotes having homologues in cyanobacteria and at least 2 other phyla, regardless of their alignment quality, were inferred as gene acquisitions from cyanobacteria. Alignments with better sequence conservation—that is, alignments whose site patterns were independent of the order in which amino acids were aligned—consistently recover a higher proportion of inferred cyanobacterial origin for plant nuclear genes (16–18%; >20% if only very highly conserved sequences are considered) than the alignments of more poorly
conserved sequences. That suggests that the latter contain many false negatives and that the conservative average value of 14% is an underestimate, underscoring a quantitatively large contribution of cyanobacteria to the makeup of plant genomes.

It has long been known from simulation studies that sequences sharing \(<50\%\) amino acid identity perform poorly in phylogenetic reconstruction (Nei 1996). But in the deeper regions of genome phylogenetics, such as plastid origins, sequence pairs sharing \(\geq 50\%\) amino acid identity are comparatively rare. The heads-or-tails approach does not directly identify a demarcation line that may not be crossed in sequence analysis, but it does reveal when phylogenetic results are solely determined by a process no less arbitrary than a coin toss and hence provides a reality check of the data quality underlying phylogenomic analyses.

The present phylogenomic data point to filamentous, heterocyst-forming (nitrogen-fixing) cyanobacteria as the plastid ancestor, an inference that is compatible with the observation that the majority of contemporary, physiologically characterized, cyanobacterial endosymbioses entail nitrogen supply as a benefit from endosymbiont to host. The current model of Proterozoic ocean chemistry (Anbar and Knoll 2002; Canfield et al. 2007) would not only be compatible with the widespread occurrence of anaerobic forms of mitochondria among the major eukaryotic lineages (Theissen et al. 2003; Dietrich et al. 2006; Embley and Martin 2006), but also be highly compatible with the concept of a plastid that could fix and supply nitrogen, owing to the distinct possibility of nitrogen limitation in the Proterozoic ocean.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary figure S1 and tables S1 and S2 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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